Miscellaneous
Running sheets

Once you have mastered keeping a tidy and balanced scorebook, you may
choose to learn how to keep a running sheet. If you aspire to higher scoring
honours (e.g. senior grades, representative and First Class cricket), a running
sheet will be a necessity.
Running sheets can be called by a variety of names — second sheets, ballby-ball sheets, linear sheets — but no matter what you call them, they serve
three main purposes:






They keep a chronological record of the game — who bowled what
overs at what time to which batter, and what each batter scored off
each over in actual strokes. It makes it much easier to check that 		
everything is balancing during the course of the game, and is 		
particularly helpful if you are having trouble balancing the scorebook
at the end of an innings, as you can reconstruct exactly what 		
happened at any given time in the game.
They keep additional progressive information for which there is no
place on the scorebook, but from which you can then transfer details
of milestones (e.g. 50s and 100s), partnerships and hourly rates (overs
and runs scored) to your scorebook.
They remove the necessity to track balls faced, including dot balls and
sundries, against individual batters on the scoresheet, which can take up
unnecessary room, especially if a batter makes a big score. You only need
to record the batter’s actual scoring shots.

Running sheets come in many different styles. Experienced scorers will often
design their own, but there is also a standard one available from the QCSA
website that many scorers use. It doesn’t matter what it looks like, as long as
it enables you to keep progressive track of:
		total innings minutes — needed for hourly rates (overs and runs 		
scored) and team milestones
		total innings balls — needed for overall balancing and team milestones
		balls faced by each batting partnership — needed at the fall of wicket
and for partnership milestones
		balls faced, minutes and runs for each batter — needed at the fall of
wicket, for individual milestones, and for when the batting captain
comes and asks you ‘What’s Jonesy on?’
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		wickets and runs for the innings
		sundries.




Other things that you can use your running sheet for might include:
		bowlers’ spells, as opposed to their overall summary on the scorebook
		breaks in play and other interruptions
		progressive runs needed to achieve the target victory total.



The main thing is to find a style that works for you. Before taking on the
challenge of keeping a running sheet at a game, when it may be a distraction
to your main scoring duties, practise with it in front of a TV game, or at a
game where you are not the official scorer. Once you get used to the rhythm
of your chosen running sheet, introduce it to your normal scoring and it will
eventually become second nature. Start by keeping minimal information (e.g.
the balls — who faced each ball, the progressive balls faced for each batter
and the innings balls), then gradually introduce other details such as minutes
and sundries until you are comfortable keeping all necessary information.

In the example above, the balls faced by the striker are recorded as usual, and a blue
X is used to show balls not faced by each batter. After a wicket, a diagonal line splits
the boxes for the partnership balls, and for the out and new batters. The new batter’s
name is then written above the box for that over. Note also the circled 24 in the 4th
over, showing the scorer has checked that the scores balance, and the extension on the
right, keeping track of the target score (not necessary in the first innings of the game).
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This next example (above) shows a very different style of sheet. On this sheet, only
the balls faced are recorded for each batter — there is no corresponding blue X for
the non-striker, but the balls are spaced according to their order in the over. There are
no columns for bowlers, but the ‘spare’ column on the far right can be used to record
drinks breaks and other stoppages in play.

The last example (above) is similar to the first, but wickets are recorded by red
horizontal lines that split the boxes for the partnership balls, and for the out and new
batters. The new batter’s name is then also written below the split. Note also the red
circles, which show that the scorer is keeping a regular check to ensure the minutes for
all batters align with the overall innings minutes (see page 57).

Power plays

Limited over matches have power plays, which consist of a preordained
number of consecutive overs during which additional fielding restrictions
apply. These restrictions relate to the number of fielders allowed outside the
fielding circle and the number of fielders who must be in catching positions.
It is helpful if you know the power plays and restrictions in force for the game
you are scoring, as it will help you identify why a no ball is called, or you can
be ready for the call if you see fielding restriction infringements occurring.
Power plays and fielding restrictions have no affect on how you score, but you
should note when the discretionary
power plays are called, and the overs
they cover, in the Notes section of your
scorebook. Team captains and coaches will often want to check when power
plays occurred and how many runs, wickets etc. resulted.
For one day matches, there are generally two powers plays. The first power
play is automatic, and is generally the first fifth of the total overs scheduled
for the innings (e.g. first 10 overs in 50 over innings, first 8 overs in a 40 over
innings). The umpire will not signal this power play.
The other power play is discretionary, and can be taken at any time by the
batters at the wicket (in 50 over games, it must be taken no later than the
start of the 36th over). Things to note about the discretionary power play
include:


The umpire will always signal the start of a discretionary power play.
Be watching for this signal, as it may come unexpectedly.
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		Once a power play has been called it cannot be reversed.
		Discretionary power plays generally each comprise half the number of
overs played in the automatic power play overs (e.g. 5 per side in a 50
over innings, 4 per side in a 40 over innings).
		A power play will generally become compulsory, and will be called by
the umpire, if it has not been taken by the time the number of overs of
the power play equals the remaining overs of the innings (or sometimes
in the case of a 50 over innings, if the batting power play has not been
taken by the end of over 35, the umpire will automatically call it for overs
36–40). You should check with the umpires before the start of play to see
when the power play might become compulsory.
		If the number of overs for the match are reduced due to stoppages,
the number of overs for the each power play will be reduced. The
umpires will make these calculations, and you should check with the
umpires for the revised number of overs for each power play.



If you are scoring a limited overs match, you should check with the umpires
before the start of play to determine what power plays and fielding
restrictions are in force for your game.
Generally, for a Twenty20 match there is only the one automatic power play
of six overs at the start of the match.

Handy hint
Although discretionary power plays can be taken at any time after the
automatic power play, the batting side will often take its power play as
late in the innings as possible, so, for example, in a 50 over innings, be
watching for the signal from the umpire at the start of the 36th over (if
that is the latest it may be taken) if it hasn’t already occurred.

Substitute players

Some competitions have regulations that allow substitution of players.
This is not the same as having a substitute fielder (see page 15). Whereas a
substitute fielder is not necessarily part of the official team for that game (see
representative one-day matches opposite), a substitute player always is.
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Some examples of competitions that allow substitute players include:
• The Premier Grade competition — when a player is unavailable for
both days of a two-day match, that player can be substituted with

another player, usually a player from a lower
grade. This will often have a flow-on effect,
as the player who is promoted will then be
substituted by a lower grade player, and so
on. This is colloquially known as ‘slashing’,
with the players who ‘share’ the match called
‘slashed players’. On any official team sheet,
they will be recorded as ‘Player 1/Player 2’
(see left). Teams can have unlimited slashes to
replace players selected to play for Queensland
(or some other representative level), but are
limited to only two slashes for players who are
unavailable for other ‘social’ reasons. Slashes
on team lists should be noted with an ‘S’ or an
‘R’ to show the reason for the slash.
•

Representative one-day matches — if you are scoring at a
representative carnival (e.g. national age championships), teams
may nominate a 12-player team for a match. Unlike standard 12th
man situations, all 12 players will take part in the game. All 12
are permitted to bowl, but only 11 are permitted to bat (with one
player being nominated as the ‘non-batting player’), and only 11 are
permitted to field at any one time.

•

Warehouse Cricket — in the interests of ensuring maximum
participation, Warehouse has implemented substitution rules for
both its two-day and one-day formats. In the two-day format, teams
can ‘slash’ up to two players between days 1 and 2, similar to the
‘social’ slash in the Premier Grade competition. In the one-day
format, teams may nominate 12 players, identifying which two are to
‘swap’ at some point during the game. Of the two identified players,
one will not bat, and if they both bowl, they must ‘share’ the total
number of overs allowed to be bowled by a single player.

In the two-day scenarios above, a player who is not out at the end of the
first day and is substituted on the next day’s play is recorded as ‘retired not
out’. The partnership details at the fall of wicket will be split as for any batter
retiring not out (see page 44), but the innings of each batter is recorded
slightly differently.
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The player coming in for the slashed not out batter continues the innings,
and is recorded in the same box as the slashed player, as it is counted as the
same wicket. The replacement batter’s runs are recorded on the second line
of the slashed player in the batting section of the scorebook, and the How out
section must be split to show the end of both innings.

Handy hint
If a player that you know is to be replaced on the second day comes in
to bat late on the first day, rule the potential slash in the batter’s list,
without actually putting the replacement player’s name in. That way, if
the slashed player is not out at stumps, you have a neat space to write
the replacement player’s name in. Otherwise it can be tricky fitting both
players’ names in. If the slashed player gets out before stumps, you’ll just
have an empty space under the name. Don’t rule up the How out section
until you are sure the slashed player has survived to stumps.

Scoring on your own

Ideally you should always score with a partner from the opposition team.
However, you may be asked to score on your own. Scoring on your own
requires more concentration than if you are with a partner. It is important
that you check that your scorebook balances regularly so that you can identify
any irregularities that may occur early. If you are on your own, it is highly
recommended you position yourself near the batting team or club officials so
that you can ask for help if any confusion arises. Always check any points of
confusion with the umpire at an appropriate time (i.e. lunch, tea or stumps).
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At times you will be scoring with players rather than another scorer.
Surprisingly, players will risk life and limb sliding into the fence to save a run,
yet show complete indifference when scoring, where a mistake could cost
them the game. When scoring with a player, you should take a leading role.
You should follow the advice above, concentrate to a higher level, regularly
check your book to ensure it balances, and continually compare your book
with your partner’s to ensure their book is correct. Make sure you ‘voice’ all
entries you make in your book.

If you are scoring with a new scorer, again you will need to take a leading role
and provide assistance to your fellow scorer. It is important in this situation to
mentor and provide any help and assistance you can, answer their questions
and provide advice and instruction where needed. Ensure you ‘voice’ all
entries you make in your book and take responsibility to ensure both books
balance.
As an advanced scorer, you may be invited to score for a media organisation
or as an online scorer. In these situations, as you are not the official scorer
and you are on your own, you will need to ensure you concentrate at your
highest level to catch umpires signals, as they will not be signalling directly
to you or waiting for your response — they will be signalling to the official
scorers.
In these situations, you will not have a partner to help correct any oversights;
however, these games will generally be at a higher level, so there should be a
scoreboard that you can use to your advantage, or there may be a member of
the media organisation’s crew willing to act as a second set of eyes for you to
note catchers or late umpire’s calls, when your eyes may already be down at
your book.

Twenty20 matches

You must be on your toes at all times, as these matches are fast and furious,
especially if you are scoring women’s or junior cricket where bowlers get
through their overs quickly. If you find it difficult to keep up with the pace of
the match, there are some shortcuts you can take to make your (scoring) life
easier.






Make sure you have all your match details completed for both innings
of the match, as far as possible, before the start of play, as there is 		
usually only a 10 or 15 minute break between innings.
Keep your running sheet as normal, but there is probably no need to
keep records of progressive individual or partnership minutes, as there
are no breaks, and the innings only goes for 80 minutes. As long as you
have the time in and time out for all batters, you can easily count up
their total minutes at the end of the innings or match, or during a 		
break in play (a lot of big 6s are scored in Twenty20, so you might get
the occasional break while they retrieve the ball).
Keep track of all partnership details on your running sheet as per normal,
but transfer minimal detail to the scorebook as wickets actually fall. Pencil
in the out and not out batters numbers, then go back and fill the names
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in later. The time the batter was out and the team total at the fall of
wicket should be recorded in the scorebook straight away, but again you
can go back and complete the rest later.

Keep track of all individual details on your running sheet as per 		
normal, but again transfer minimal detail to the scorebook as wickets
actually fall. The catcher/fielder, bowler and batter’s runs should be
recorded, but the batter’s balls faced and boundaries can be 		
completed later.

Be especially watchful in the last over of each innings. In this over, the
batting team will be making one last mad dash to increase their total, and
it is not unusual to lose mutiple wickets (usually run outs or attempted
6s) as a result. You will need to make sure you know which batter is out,
whether the batters crossed and who the incoming batter is as quickly as
possible, because another wicket could fall on the very next ball! Again,
only record those details of each fall of wicket that are necessary, and fill
in the rest from your running sheet at the end of the innings.
		Although in a standard limited overs match you might complete a 		
bowler’s summary at the end of that bowler’s allocated overs, this
too can wait until the end of the innings.

At the end of the innings, perform your main balancing functions. 		
Total the top half of your scorebook, and complete the bowlers’ 		
figures — overs, maidens (usually none), runs, wickets and sundries.
Make sure the batting and bowling balance, and you agree with your
partner.

At the end of the match, go back and complete all the details that
weren’t required for balancing — batters, partnerships and 		
milestones. Remember the game only goes for 2½ hours. Staying 		
back 30 minutes after the match to complete the scorebook is still 		
less time than a one-day innings, let alone a full match.

Handy hint
If you make a mistake during a Twenty20 match and need to go back and
correct, make sure you let your fellow scorer know, so that one of you is
still aware of what is going on out on the field. If your head is down, it is
easy to miss a ball in Twenty20 cricket.
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Wagon wheels

So you’ve mastered the running sheet, are a whiz at balancing, and Twenty20
games don’t faze you one bit! Looking for a new challenge?
Some cricketers love batting charts, also known as wagon wheels. These are
the graphics you often see on TV, which show where a batter has scored runs
around the ground.
Without committing yourself, you can make notations on your running sheet
about where each scoring shot is hit. Then if a batter makes a significant
score, you can recreate the wagon wheel illustrating the innings.
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Or, if you’ve got all your sheets under control, you can maintain the wagon
wheels during the innings (but remember — the accuracy of your book and
running sheet come first). To avoid wasting paper, you can record wagon
wheels in pencil, then return to redo in ink if a batter makes a significant score.
In the wagon wheel on the previous page, each scoring shot is drawn from the
end where it was struck. 4s and 6s are shown in red, and all shots show the
number of runs scored, and the initial of the bowler they were hit off. In this
case, there were three bowlers with surnames starting with M, so Moon is
represented by an O and Millman by an L.
The match details are recorded at the top, and the scoring shots are broken
down on bottom left. On the back there is provision to record all wicket
partnerships that the batter was involved in, and milestone details. A blank
wagon wheel, showing both sides, is in the Appendices (page 104).

Calculating target scores

When play is interrupted during a limited overs match (usually because of
weather, but a determined streaker could also do the trick), the number of
overs for either team may have to be revised to a lesser number, provided that
both teams have the opportunity to bat for a preset minimum (e.g. 15 overs
each in a scheduled 50 over match, five, or sometimes 10, overs each in a
Twenty20 match). This may also result in the need to revise the target needed
by the team batting second to win the game.
At higher levels of cricket (including First Class, and First Grade in the Premier
Grade competition), the Duckworth/Lewis method is used to determine target
scores for the team batting second (see ‘Duckworth/Lewis on page 81). For
levels of cricket below those that use Duckworth/Lewis, the target score for
the team batting second is worked out manually according to a variety of
methods — and yes, you will probably be asked to do this! Methods used
include:




adjusted highest scoring overs
actual run rate at time of interruption versus original required run rate
countback to score at equivalent over.

In the Brisbane Premier Grade competition for grades below First Grade,
target calculation works by breaking down each over faced by Team A
according to the number of runs scored off it. The calculation then starts from
the minimum overs required for Team B to constitute a match (e.g. 15 overs
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for a scheduled 50 over game). You take the 15 overs that scored the most
runs for Team A, discount those runs to 82.5% of the total, which gives you
the ‘par’ score that Team B must be after 15 overs. You then continue that
calculation, with gradually decreasing discounts, up to the full 50 overs.
Sounds complicated, doesn’t it?
Fortunately, to assist you, there are tables available to help you calculate the
‘discounted total runs’ from Team A’s innings to achieve the target for Team B.
The discounted total runs give you what is known as a ‘par score’, so you must
add 1 run to get the actual target for Team B.
This is the top half of the current Premier Grade competition form. Here you
break down the overs faced by Team A (in this case, Australia) by the number
of runs scored off each over. The numbers listed in each column are the actual
over numbers. So no runs were scored off overs 1, 2, 12, 19 and 29 (i.e. they
were maidens). More than 10 runs were scored off overs 44 and 45 (12 and
16 runs respectively).
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In the total overs row, you record the number of overs in which each amount
of runs was scored, giving, in this case, a total of 50 overs. In the total runs
row, multiply the number of overs in each column, by the number of runs that
the column represents (e.g. there were six overs in which 1 run was scored,
so the total for that column is 6). Adding across the total runs row should give
you the total runs that Team A scored for its innings.
You should note that, in order for this calculation to be accurate, you must
include any byes or leg byes scored off the overs, otherwise your total score
will not be correct (use the progressive innings score by over column on your
running sheet for this).

In the bottom half of the form, you insert the total runs. To calculate the
‘par’ score after 15 overs, you add up the total runs scored off the 15 highest
scoring overs — in this case, 125 — and multiply it by the ‘discount’ of 82.5%
to get 103 runs. Therefore, if Team B only gets to face 15 overs, it must make
104 to win the match.
You then keep adding overs one at a time, from highest scoring down. The
discount gradually decreases with each over, so that by 50 overs (should no
interruptions occur to Team B’s innings), the par score, in this case, is 210, the
same total that Team A achieved. Therefore, as in any other match, Team B
needs 211 to win.
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You will find the tables for the current Premier Grade competition in the
Appendices (see page 102), covering 20 and 50 over games. A 40 over
calculator is also available on the QCSA website.

Duckworth/Lewis

This is calculated using a specially designed computer program, and will
usually be done by match coordinators — not by the scorers! You will,
however, be provided with the calculations so that you are aware of what the
revised target is for the team batting second.
Duckworth/Lewis provides a complete breakdown of what score Team B must
have accumulated at any stage during its innings, should further interruptions
occur. Team B’s target will usually increase, not just with each over completed,
but also with each wicket that falls.
But again, always be aware that Duckworth/Lewis provides the ‘par’ score.
This means that if Duckworth/Lewis says that Team B must be 250 after 38
overs, you must add 1. Therefore they will need to be 251.

Super overs

The super over — or One1 Eliminator — has been introduced into some
competitions with the advent of Twenty20 cricket to ensure a result (e.g. Big
Bash, and semi-finals and finals for Premier Grade) in the event of a tie.
Essentially, if scores are level after both teams have completed their allotted
overs, both teams get to face one ‘super over’ to break the tie. There are a
number of things you should know about scoring a super over, as they are
likely to become more prevalant given Twenty20’s rising popularity:






Check your relevant competition rules to determine which team bats first.
If Team A batted first in the main game, some rules allow for Team B to
bat first in the super over, while others revert to Team A again.
Each team will select three batters (i.e. two openers, and one in case a
wicket falls) and one bowler for the super overs. Once either team loses
two wickets in their super over, that team’s over is concluded.
If, after both teams have played their super over, the game is still tied, the
game will be awarded to the team which scored the most boundaries in
both its main innings and the super over (at this point, the Premier Grade
competition will continue to play super overs until a result is achieved).
It is important to note that boundaries in this instance do not include ‘all
run’ 4s, as they do not meet the definition of boundaries in the Laws of
Cricket.
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If the game is still tied, the game will be awarded to the team which
scored the most boundaries in only its main innings.
If the game is still tied, the game will be awarded based on a countback
of the super over balls, starting from ball 6.

Scoring the super over

The best way to score a super over is to select a fresh bowling line on your
scoresheet, and use a separate over box for each ball (i.e. instead of six
balls per box). This allows you to identify which batter faces each ball, and
also makes it
easier if a super
over countback is
required.

Countback

The countback starts from ball 6 and works backwards. If a countback is
required, the first team to have scored more runs scored from a particular
ball will be awarded the game. In the example below, both teams scored 2
off ball 6, and 4 off ball 5, but Team A scored 1 off ball 4, while Team B didn’t
score. Therefore, Team A is the winner.
Runs scored from

Team A

Team B

Ball 6
Ball 5
Ball 4
Ball 3
Ball 2
Ball 1

2
4
1
6
1
4

2
4
0
4
4
4

Computer scoring

Computer scoring is becoming more prevalent, and with the increased use
of tablets and smart phones, it will only become more widespread. Currently
at First Class level, there is one paper scorer and one computer scorer, and
Queensland Cricket is encouraging the use of the MyCricket scoring app to
provide live scores for First Grade, and information at close of play for lower
grades.
Computers will make our lives easier, but there are a number of points that
must be addressed.
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Power source

You must have access to sufficient power points, or your device must have a
battery life long enough to cover a day’s play. Ten-hour battery life would be
ideal to cover contingencies.

Protection from the weather

Rain will cause obvious problems, but you also need protection from sun and
glare to be able to read your computer screen.

Back-up in case of computer issues

Your device may break or lose power. You should continue to use your
second sheet (or your scorebook) so you can reproduce the day’s play on
paper if you lose your computer version. The second sheet will also allow you
to ‘catch up’ if you need to delete balls to go back and correct an error.

Handy hint
It is vital that you maintain your paper scoring skills. Not only does it
provide a necessary back-up in the case of technological failure, but at
representative and First Class matches, there is one paper scorer and one
computer scorer, so to aspire for higher honours, you will still need paper
scoring skills, including your running sheet.

Teamwork

Remember to continue working with your fellow scorer. If you are operating
a computer (and life seems easy), please remember that the manual scorer
is continually adding and checking figures, so anything you can do to assist
will be greatly appreciated. Keep talking to each other. When you notice a
change of bowler or know who has taken a catch etc., make sure you advise
your fellow scorer. It’s not about who is better, it is about having the correct
score at the end of the match. Teamwork is still important.

Handy hint
As the computer scorer often has less to do than the paper scorer, it may
be a good idea for the computer scorer to take responsibility for extra
duties such as signalling the umpires, or advising the media (see page
93).
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Selecting a scoring package

There are many scoring products available; a quick search on the internet
will return many programs and apps. There are packages for computers,
iPads, iPhones and Android tablets and smart phones. Prices range from free
to quite expensive, and features and ease of use also vary from program to
program. Before purchasing or committing to a package, have a look at what
your fellow scorers may be using, ask them what the pros and cons of each
package are, and decide what features you need. Listed below are some
points to consider when looking at packages.
Ease of use
You will find all programs and apps are easy to use when scoring dot balls
and runs, but you need to check how easy it is to enter wickets and correct
mistakes.
You should be able to choose whether batters crossed on a catch or run out,
and also be able to swap strike at any time (e.g. if batters did cross, but you
did not set this when entering the wicket, or if there are short runs or batters
inadvertently go to the wrong end after a break).
Sundries
While entering standard sundries is usually straightforward, you must be
able to easily enter runs off these sundries. For example, if there are runs off
a no ball, can you enter it as off the bat or byes? You must be able to enter
penalty runs.
Screen visibility
It should be easy to read important information on the screen. The main
screen should not be cluttered with irrelevant information, but should clearly
show the total score, and:
•
•
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the two current bowlers’ details — overs, maidens, wickets and runs,
with an indicator showing the current bowler
the two current batters’ details — runs, balls, 4s, 6s, with an indicator
to show the batter on strike. It is important to remember that most
computer programs will not accurately record batters’ minutes. Officially,
an incoming batter’s innings starts one minute after the fall of wicket
of the previous batter, but computers will record times based on when
you perform the actions of recording the wicket and selecting the new
batter. You may have to go in manually after the game to adjust each
batters’ minutes according to what you have on your running sheet

•

the current partnership details — runs, balls, minutes.

The full scorecard should be easily displayed on a secondary screen, rather
than cluttering up your main scoring screen (espcially if you are scoring on a
small device).

Handy hint
The total score should be large enough so players can easily read the
score over your shoulder — that way they are not bothering you!
Some packages include features such as pitch maps and wagon wheels, but
you will need the ability to turn these features off if not needed, as again
they may create unnecessary clutter.
Ease of correction
There should be a simple undo feature that allows you to quickly delete the
last ball or quickly roll back multiple balls.
It should be easy to edit a player entered incorrectly, for example, if you have
entered the wrong name of a bowler, catcher or batter. If a bowler or batter
is changed, does the change flow through all subsequent balls or do you need
to edit every ball?
Fixtures and teams
A quality package will have access to the fixtures and players that you need
to score the game. For example, because MyCricket is the main database for
Cricket Australia, its packages allow you to download matches and teams
directly, and either sync your scoring back to MyCricket or upload the match
once it is over.
You should also be able to list more than 11 players to allow for slashed or
replacement players (see page 72).
Scorecards
It may be helpful to be able to print out a scorecard with full details of the
match, including partnership details. This will assist the statisticians who are
compiling details for season trophies, and to maintain an historical record for
your club or association.
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Using your scoring package

Before using your new program or app at a live game, you need to be
competent and confident with it, including being familiar with correcting
mistakes and how to enter tricky or rarely encountered scenarios, including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

batters crossing on a catch or run out
batters running two, but the umpire signals one short
a run out on the second run with the non-striker out
run out on the second run of a leg bye
wide with runs or with a wicket (i.e. stumping down leg side)
no ball with runs, byes or a wicket
penalty runs to the batting side, and more difficult, penalty runs to the
fielding side, whether they have batted or not
missed bowler change, when caught in the current over or when caught
in the next over
incorrect batter name entered, when caught in current over or when
caught in the next over (does the change flow through?)
bowler changed mid-over (i.e. bowler is injured)
umpire calling a five or seven ball over
batter retiring hurt
a wicket between balls (i.e. batter timed out) — batter should be 0 runs
off 0 balls.

We have developed a script that covers these situations in a Twenty20
scenario. If your package has a demo mode, you can run through the script
to become comfortable with all aspects of your package, or trial different
packages and evaluate how well they meet your needs.
The script can be viewed and downloaded from the resources page on the
QCSA website.
Once you are comfortable with the script, try using your demo mode to score
a live game on TV. This will allow you to assess how well your package can
be used in real time, especially when more complicated actions are requried
(e.g. wickets, runs off sundries).
The preferred packages for Cricket Australia and Queensland Cricket are
those connected to MyCricket. If you aspire to higher level honours, you
should gain experience in these packages, plus they have the advantage of
direct interface with the MyCricket website, allowing you to download and
upload matches, and avoid duplication of data entry:
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•
•

MyCricket scoring app — http://mycricket.cricket.com.au/ and click on
the ‘Live Scoring’ link — free, live scoring, synced to MyCricket
StatsMaster computer program — http://prowess.com.au and click on
the ‘StatsMaster Cricket’ link — allows match results to be uploaded to
MyCricket.

Handy hint
Technology can sometimes be unreliable:
•
•
•

Batteries can die (especially if you forget to charge them before the
game).
Some programs will not allow you to proceed if you are missing
information (e.g. a catcher’s name).
Computers crash for all sorts of reasons.

It is therefore recommended that you at least retain a running sheet at
the same time as you are scoring on computer, that way, if the worst
happens, you can continue to score, and go back and input the game at a
later time if necessary.
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